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Kagayanen Enclitic Demonstratives i, an, and ya

Carol Jean Pebley

Summer Institute of Linguistics

0. Introduction

Kagayanen has three enclitics � i, an and ya � which occur following the head in a
noun phrase and which have sometimes been analyzed as case markers (see, for example,
Harmon 1977:38).11 The purposes of this paper are to show that these three particles are not
case markers (section 3), but are enclitic forms of the demonstratives (section 4), and to
describe the functions of these particles (section 5). First, in section 1, inherently definite
nominals and definite constructions are summarized, and in section 2 the structure of the
noun phrase is described.

The term definite is used in this paper as defined by Givón and by Trask:
Speakers code a referential nominal as definite if they think that they are entitled
to assume that the hearer can� by whatevermeans� assign it unique reference
(Givón 1984:399).
Definite: Denoting a noun phrase which refers to some particular entity or
entities and whose reference is seen as clearly established, or clearly
establishable from the linguistic or extralinguistic context. Definite NPs are often
divided into proper names, such as Lisa or Paris, and definite descriptions, such as
the new teacher, my mother, that dog and the girl you were talking to (Trask
1993:74).
In Kagayanen inherently definite nominals are demonstrative pronouns, personal

pronouns, proper nouns, and nonspecific common nouns. Common nouns that are definite
require some overt marking of definiteness such as a demonstrative, a possessive adjective,
a genitive construction or the definite spatial oblique marker naan. A descriptive adjective
(in the absolutive) can also help to mark a noun phrase as definite; for example, sise na ittaw
�the small person�. However, if the noun is definite but nonspecific � an ambient noun
such as langit �sky� or kalibutan �earth� or an unspecifiedmember of a limited set such as one
airplane from a group of airplanes, or a generic noun such as a class name � then there
may be no overt marker of definiteness. Common nouns may be definite by the situation or
setting of the story. After a noun is introduced as definite, sometimes it is not marked as
such in nonabsolutive phrases.

Ó 1999 Linguistic Society of the Philippines and Summer Institute of Linguistics
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1 I am indebted to Mary Ruth Wise and Sherri Brainard for their help and suggestions in writing this
paper. Louise MacGregor and Jacqueline Huggins also made many helpful suggestions.
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The terms specific and identifiable as used in this paper mean:
Specific: a nongeneric noun phrase restricted to a particular individual or thing.
Identifiable: the speaker and/or addressee can determine the identity of the referent.

1. Inherently Definite Nominals and Definite Constructions

Inherently definite nominals include demonstratives, personal pronouns, and proper
names. Definite constructions include the genitive construction and the oblique
construction with naan.

1.1. Demonstratives

There are six sets of demonstrative pronouns and four spatial distinctions22 (chart 1).
The demonstrative pronouns in the absolutive set are the head of their noun phrase and no
other constituent occurs in the noun phrase with them except for an optional relative
clause. They can occur in the clause just as any other absolutive noun phrase and are
cross-referenced on the verb in verbal clauses (examples 1�2).

The nonabsolutive set functions in the clause like nonabsolutive noun phrases, i.e.
ergative (example 3), oblique (example 4) and genitive (example 5). They are the head of
the noun phrase in which they occur and no other noun phrase constituents can occur with
them except for an optional relative clause (example 6).

The fronted absolutive/preposed adjective set occurs as the head of the noun phrase
only when fronted (example 7). When in the preposed adjective position, the noun phrase
can occur in any case, absolutive (example 8), ergative (example 9), oblique (example 10)
and genitive (example 11).

The fronted absolutive/preposed emphatic adjective set functions like the
fronted/adjective absolutive adjective set (example 12).

The postposed adjective set occurs only after the head noun (see example 13) and the
forms are contractions of the linker na and the generic preposed adjective forms. (Naya is
from a variation of na + yon).

Except for the absolutive, postposed adjective, and enclitic sets, each set has a generic
form and a specific form. The generic form is the unmarked form and the specific form is
used like pointing the finger to some specific thing (example 14). The specific forms can
occur with a head noun or without. When the specific occurs with a head noun it is
discontinuous. The first word such as yi or ti is preposed to the head noun with a linker
between them and the second word such as ni is postposed to the head noun with no linker
(example 15).

The enclitic set of demonstratives usually occurs postposed to the head noun without
the linker (example 16). This set has only three spatial distinctions with an covering for
degrees two and three. They are glossed DEF,N (near), DEF,M (middle distance), and DEF,F
(far) in the examples.

The deictic adverb set is included in the chart only for comparison with the
demonstratives since it also has four deictic spatial distinctions and except for D4, the
forms are clearly parallel to the nonabsolutive set (example 17).

Kagayanen Enclitic Demonstratives i, an, and ya 51

2 The younger generation of Kagayanens and those who have moved off the home island have
collapsed the second and third degrees of spatial distinctions.
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ABSOLUTIVE SET AS ABSOLUTIVE NP
(1) Sekeben ta ni daw pila

sekeb=en ta ni daw pila
measure=ACT,TH,IRR 1,PL,INC,ERG D1,DEM,ABS if how.many
gantang.
gantang
2-1/2.gallon.measuring.device
�Let�s measure this for how many 2 1/2-gallon measures (there are).�
ABSOLUTIVE SET AS ABSOLUTIVE NP WITH RELATIVE CLAUSE

(2) Sekeben ta ni na mais
sekeb=en ta ni na mais
measure=ACT,TH,IRR 1,PL,INC,ERG D1,DEM,ABS LK corn
daw pila gantang.
daw pila gantang
if how.many 2-1/2.gallon.measuring.device
�Let�s measure this which is corn for how many 2 1/2-gallon measures (there are).�
NONABSOLUTIVE SET AS ERGATIVE NP

(3) Sekeben ti mais ta an.
sekeb=en ti mais ta an
measure=ACT,TH,IRR D1,DEM,ERG,G corn 1,PL,INC,GEN DEF,M
�This one will measure our corn.�
NONABSOLUTIVE SET AS OBLIQUE NP

(4) Magsekeb ki ti daw pila
mag=sekeb ki ti daw pila
ACT,AG,IRR=measure 1,PL,INC,ABS D1,DEM,OBL,G if how.many
gantang.
gantang
2-1/2.gallon
�Let�s measure this for how many 2 1/2-gallon measures (there are).�
NONABSOLUTIVE SET AS POSSESSIVE NP

(5) Sekeben ta mais ti.
sekeb=en ta mais ti
measure=ACT,TH,IRR 1,PL,INC,ERG corn D1,DEM,POSS,G
�Let�s measure the corn of this one.�
NONABSOLUTIVE SET WITH RELATIVE CLAUSE

(6) Magsekeb ki ti na mais.
mag=sekeb ki ti na mais
ACT,AG,IRR=measure 1,PL,INC,ABS D1,DEM,OBL,G LK corn
�Let�s measure this which is corn.�

Kagayanen Enclitic Demonstratives i, an, and ya 53
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FRONTED ABSOLUTIVE SET
(7) Yi sekeben ta.

Yi sekeb=en ta
D1,DEM,FRNT,ABS,G measure=ACT,TH,IRR 1,PL,INC,ERG
�This we will measure.�
PREPOSED ADJECTIVE SET IN ABSOLUTIVE NP

(8) Sekeben ta yi na mais.
Sekeben ta yi na mais
measure=ACT,TH,IRR 1,PL,INC,ERG D1,DEM,ADJ,G LK corn
�Let�s measure this corn.�
PREPOSED ADJECTIVE SET IN ERGATIVE NP

(9) Sekeben ta yi na ittaw mais ya.
sekeb=en ta yi na ittaw mais ya
measure=ACT,TH,IRR ERG D1,DEM,ADJ,G LK person corn DEF,F
�This person will measure the corn.�
PREPOSED ADJECTIVE SET IN OBLIQUE NP

(10) Maagsekeb ki ta yi na mais.
mag=sekeb ki ta yi na mais
ACT,AG,IRR=measure 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL D1,DEM,ADJ,G LK corn
�Let�s measure some of this corn.�
PREPOSED ADJECTIVE SET IN POSSESSIVE NP

(11) Sekeben ta mais ta yi na
sekeb=en ta mais ta yi na
measure=ACT,TH,IRR 1,PL,INC,ERG corn POSS D1,DEM,ADJ,G LK
ittaw.
ittaw
person
�Let�s measure the corn of this person.�
FRONTED ABSOLUTIVE EMPHATIC SET

(12) Uyi sekeben ta.
uyi sekeb=en ta
D1,DEM,FRNT,ABS,EMPH,G measure=ACT,TH,IRR 1,PL,INC,ERG
�This we will measure.�
POSTPOSED ADJECTIVE SET

(13) Sekeben ta mais nai.
Sekeben ta mais nai
measure=ACT,TH,IRR 1,PL,INC,ERG corn D1,DEM,ADJ
�Let�s measure this corn.�

54 Carol Jean Pebley
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SPECIFIC FORM OF THE NONABSOLUTIVE SET WITHOUT A HEAD NOUN
(14) Magsekeb ki ti ni.

mag=sekeb ki ti ni
ACT,AG,IRR=measure 1,PL,INC,ABS D1,DEM,OBL,SP ___
�Let�s measure this one.�
SPECIFIC FORM OF THE NONABSOLUTIVE SET WITH HEAD NOUN

(15) Magsekeb ki ti na mais ni.
mag=sekeb ki ti na mais ni
ACT,AG,IRR=measure 1,PL,INC,ABS D1,DEM,OBL,SP LK corn ___
�Let�s measure this corn.�
ENCLITIC DEMONSTRATIVE

(16) Sekeben ta mais i.
sekeb=en ta mais i
measure=ACT,TH,IRR 1,PL,INC,ERG corn DEF,N
�Let�s measure the/this corn.�
DEICTIC ADVERB

(17) Magsekeb ki ta mais unti.
mag=sekeb ki ta mais unti
ACT,AG,IRR=measure 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL corn D1,A,G
�Let�s measure the corn here.�

Kagayanen also has a set of attitude markers that are similar in form to the enclitic
demonstratives: i marks a statement about the first person or something near him, yan
second person or addressee and ya third person. When these occur in a clause the speaker
of the clause is expressing some attitude he feels about what he is saying such as anger,
sadness, rebuke, excitement, etc., or that he is under stress. The forms may be confused
with the enclitic demonstratives, but they are a different set since the clause where they
occur has a different intonation and their distribution is different than that of the enclitic
demonstratives. They usually occur following the first word in a clause which may be a
verb; however, they can occur in other positions. Normally more are found in quotes in
narratives than on the main event line. These attitude markers are not the focus of this
paper but are mentioned here because of their formal similarity to the enclitic
demonstratives.

In example 18 the speaker expresses anxiety that there is no vehicle to ride where they
are. In example 19 the speaker has thrown the addressee into a river to try to drown him
and he really wants the addressee to die. In example 20 ya occurs since the reference to
forehead is really a third person reference even though it is part of the speaker.
(18) �Ula i sakayan di.�

ula i sakay=an di
NEG ATT ride=NR D1,A,SP
��There is no vehicle here!�� (B6)

Kagayanen Enclitic Demonstratives i, an, and ya 55
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(19) �Mapatay ka yan en!�
ma=patay ka yan en
STAT,TH,IRR=die 2,SG,ABS ATT CM
��You will die!�� (T4)

(20) �Argey, sakit ta takong ko ya.�
argey sakit ta takong ko ya
ouch pain OBL forehead 1,SG,GEN ATT
��Ouch, my forehead hurts!�� (T9)

1.2. Personal Pronouns

There are six sets of personal pronouns, each with first, second and third persons,
singular and plural number (chart 2). First person plural has two forms: inclusive, which
includes speaker and addressee, and exclusive, which includes the speaker and some other
persons but excludes the addressee.

Third person pronouns have lost many distinctions in their forms in the different sets.
Third singular absolutive and fronted absolutive are the same. All the third person plural
forms are the same except for the possessive adjective. Because of this, third personwill not
be used as much in examples when illustrating the different pronouns and the structure of
the noun phrase.

The absolutive set and the fronted absolutive set both occur as the absolutive noun
phrase in the clause and they are cross-referenced on the verb (examples 21�22). The
fronted absolutive indicates the topic of the story or paragraph.When the same form is not
fronted it is emphatic (example 23). The ergative/genitive set33 can occur in an ergative
noun phrase (example 24) or as a genitive following the head noun (example 25). The
possessive adjective set and the contrastive possessive adjective set occur preposed to the
head noun like an adjective (examples 26�27). The adjective set also functions as a
contrastive pronoun when it occurs following an absolutive pronoun of the same person
and number (example 28). However, with the first person singular contrastive the
absolutive is deleted (example 29). The oblique set is identical to the fronted absolutive set
but they are preceded by the oblique personal marker ki (example 30).

56 Carol Jean Pebley

3 This set could be labeled ergative/possessive but the term genitive is used since the possessive
adjective and the contrastive possessive adjective sets occur in different positions in the noun
phrase.
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Chart 2. Personal Pronouns and Possessive Pronouns*

*Composite pronouns referring to the first person ergative and second person absolutive, takaw
(2,SG) and takyo (2,PL) are not discussed in this paper.

ABSOLUTIVE SET AS ABSOLUTIVE NP
(21) Tagan a din ta sid-anan an.

atag=an a din ta sid=anan an
give=ACT,LOC,IRR 1,SG,ABS 3,SG,ERG OBL viand DEF,M
�He will give me some of the viand.�
FRONTED ABSOLUTIVE AS FRONTED NP

(22) Yaken i tagan din ta sid-anan.
yaken i atag=an din ta sid=anan
1,SG,ABS DEF,N give=ACT,LOC,IRR 3,SG,ERG OBL viand
�I am the one to whom he will give some viand.�
EMPHATIC ABSOLUTIVE NOT FRONTED

(23) Tagan din yaken i ta sid-anan.
atag=an din yaken i ta sid=anan
give=ACT,LOC,IRR 3,SG,ERG 1,SG,ABS,EMPH DEF,N OBL viand
�He will give me some viand.�
ERGATIVE PRONOUN

(24) Tagan ko kanen an ta sid-anan an.
atag=an ko kanen an ta sid=anan an
give=ACT,LOC,IRR 1,SG,ERG 3,SG,ABS DEF,M OBL viand DEF,M
�I will give him some of the viand.�
GENITIVE (POSSESSIVE) PRONOUN

(25) Tagan ko kanen an ta sid-anan
atag=an ko kanen an ta sid=anan
give=ACT,LOC,IRR 1,SG,ERG 3,SG,ABS DEF,M OBL viand

Kagayanen Enclitic Demonstratives i, an, and ya 57

ABS ERG/GEN POSS,ADJ
/CTR

POSS,ADJ
,CTR/CTR

FRNT,ABS/AB
S,EMPH

OBL

1,SG a/aren ko ake kende yaken ki yaken

2,SG ka no imo kaon ki kaon

3,SG kanen din iya kanen ki kanen

1,PL,EX kay nay ame mende kami ki kami

1,PL,INC ki ta ate tende kiten ki kiten

2,PL kaw nyo inyo kyo ki kyo

3,PL danen danen iran danen ki danen
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ko i.
ko i
1,SG,GEN DEF,N
�I will give him some of my viand.�
POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVE PRONOUN

(26) Tagan ko kanen an ta ake
atag=an ko kanen an ta ake
give=ACT,LOC,IRR 1,SG,ERG 3,SG,ABS DEF,M OBL 1,SG,POSS
i na sid-anan.
i na sid-anan
DEF,N LK viand
�I will give him some of my viand.�
CONTRASTIVE POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVE PRONOUN

(27) Tagan ko kanen ta kende na
atag=an ko kanen ta kende na
give=ACT,LOC,IRR 1,SG,ERG 3,SG,ABS OBL 1,SG,POSS,CTR LK
sid-anan.
sid-anan
viand
�I will give him some of my (rather than someone else�s) viand.�
CONTRASTIVE PRONOUN

(28) Gaatag kay ame ta sid-anan ki kanen.
ga=atag kay ame ta sid-anan ki kanen
ACT,AG,R=give 1,PL,EX,ABS 1,PL,CTR OBL viand OBL,P 3,SG,OBL
�We ourselves (rather than someone else) gave some viand to him.�
CONTRASTIVE PRONOUN

(29) Gaatag ake ta sid-anan ki kanen.
ga=atag ake ta sid-anan ki kanen
ACT,AG,R=give 1,SG,CTR OBL viand OBL,P 3,SG,OBL
�I myself (rather than someone else) gave some viand to him.�
OBLIQUE PRONOUN

(30) Atag din sid-anan din an ki yaken.
atag din sid-anan din an ki yaken
give 3,SG,ERG viand 3,SG,GEN DEF,M OBL,P 1,SG,ABS,OBL
�He gives/gave his viand to me.�

1.3. The Genitive Construction

The genitive construction is definite also. It is constructed of two noun phrases with ta
�GEN� between them. The first noun is the possessed and the second is the possessor in a

58 Carol Jean Pebley
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possessive relationship, as in example 31. The first is the part and the second is the whole in
a part�whole relationship.

POSSESSED
(31) Tagan a din ta sid-anan ta

atag=an a din ta sid-anan ta
give=ACT,LOC,IRR 1,SG,ABS 3,SG,ERG OBL viand GEN
POSSESSOR
mangngod din.
Mangngod din
younger.sibling 3,SG,GEN
�He will give me some viand of his younger sibling.�

1.4. The Oblique Construction with naan

This oblique construction consists of the definite spatial word naan followed by the
obliquemarker ta, or kiwith personal noun phrases, which is followed by a noun that needs
no other definite marker, as in examples 32�33).
(32) Paatag ko sid-anan ko naan ta bata.

pa=atag ko sid-anan ko naan ta bata
ACT,TH,R=give 1,SG,ERG viand 1,SG,GEN SPAT,DEF OBL child
�I gave my viand to the child.�

(33) Paatag ko sid-anan ko naan ki
pa=atag ko sid-anan ko naan ki
ACT,TH,R=give 1,SG,ERG viand 1,SG,GEN SPAT,DEF OBL,P
kanen.
kanen
3,SG,OBL
�I gave my viand to him.�

2. Structure of the Noun Phrase

The noun phrase has an obligatory core as head. Preceding the core is an optional
demonstrative and an optional modifier. Following the core is an optional modifier and an
optional demonstrative. Between each of these constituents the linker na occurs, but it is
contracted in the postposed demonstrative (see section 1). When the noun phrase has many
modifiers, the linkers farther to the left drop out.

NP = +/� demonstrative +/� modifier + CORE +/� modifiern +/� demonstrative
The co-occurrence restrictions on the constituents of the noun phrase are shown in

chart 3 which gives the possible combinations and lists an example of each. Preposed and
postposed demonstratives cannot co-occur and the postposed modifier and the postposed

Kagayanen Enclitic Demonstratives i, an, and ya 59
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demonstrative cannot co-occur. Up to three modifiers can occur in one noun phrase.
Usually one precedes the core and the others follow.

Chart 3. Co-occurrence of constituents of the noun phrase

DEMONSTRATIVE MODIFIER CORE
(34) yi na tise na bai

yi na tise na bai
D1,DEM,ADJ,G LK small LK woman
�this small woman�
DEMONSTRATIVE CORE

(35) yi na bai
yi na bai
D1,DEM,ADJ,G LK woman
�this woman�
DEMONSTRATIVE MODIFIER CORE MODIFIER

(36) yi na tise na bai na puti na
yi na tise na bai na puti na
D1,DEM,ADJ,G LK small LK woman LK white LK
MODIFIER
sikad dayaw
sikad dayaw
very beautiful
�this small, white, very beautiful woman�
DEMONSTRATIVE CORE MODIFIER MODIFIER

(37) yi na bai na tise na puti na
yi na bai na tise na puti na
D1,DEM,ADJ,G LK woman LK small LK white LK

60 Carol Jean Pebley

dem. mod. CORE (example 34)
dem. CORE (example 35)
dem. mod. CORE mod.n (example 36)
dem. CORE mod.n (example 37)

mod. CORE mod.n (example 38)
mod. CORE (example 39)

CORE mod.n (example 40)
CORE (example 41)
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MODIFIER
sikad dayaw
sikad dayaw
very beautiful
�this small, white, very beautiful woman�
MODIFIER CORE MODIFIER MODIFIER

(38) tise na bai na puti na sikad dayaw
tise na bai na puti na sikad dayaw
small LK woman LK white LK very beautiful
�small, white, very beautiful woman�
MODIFIER CORE DEMONSTRATIVE

(39) tise na bai nai
tise na bai nai
small LK woman D1,DEM.ABS
�this small woman�
CORE MODIFIER MODIFIER MODIFIER

(40) bai na tise na puti na sikad dayaw
bai na tise na puti na sikad dayaw
woman LK small LK white LK very beautiful
�small, white, very beautiful woman�
CORE DEMONSTRATIVE

(41) bai nai
bai nai
woman D1,DEM.ABS
�this woman�

The core of the noun phrase is constructed of an obligatory head noun preceded by an
optional plural marker mga and followed by an optional genitive pronoun,44 an optional
adverb nang �only� and an optional enclitic demonstrative� either i, an or ya (example 42
NP2). The enclitic demonstrative in the core cannot co-occur with a preposed/postposed
demonstrative. When a genitive pronoun (set 2) occurs, it follows the head noun and
precedes the adverb.

Core NP = +/� PLM + HEAD +/� GEN +/� ADV +/� DEF
The head noun can be a noun, a pronoun or a demonstrative. However, when a

pronoun (except an absolutive emphatic) or demonstrative occurs as the head noun, the
other constituents of the core may not occur (examples 43 and 44 NP2). The demonstrative
enclitics can occur with the absolutive emphatic pronouns.

Kagayanen Enclitic Demonstratives i, an, and ya 61

4 The genitive pronoun could be analyzed as a separate noun phrase, e.g. �the hat of her�. However,
since it is an enclitic and is not separated from the other core constituentsby the linker na, and since
it moves with the other core constituents (cf. example 45), it is listed here as a constituent of the
core.
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CORE OF THE NP
NP1 NP2

(42) Gangalala kanen ta mga bata ko nang
ga=ngalala kanen ta mga bata ko nang
ACT,AG,R=introduce 3,SG,ABS OBL PLM child 1,SG,GEN only
ya.
ya
DEF,F
�He introduced himself to my children only.�
ABSOLUTIVE PERSONAL PRONOUN AS CORE

(43) Gapanaw kanen gina.
ga=panaw kanen gina
ACT,TH,R=go 3,SG,ABS earlier
�He left earlier.�
ABSOLUTIVE DEMONSTRATIVEAS CORE

NP1 NP2
(44) Paayos din ni.

pa=ayos din ni
ACT,TH,R=fix 3,SG,ERG D1,DEM,ABS
�He fixed this.�

As can be seen in example 42, there is normally no linker between the constituents of
the core of the noun phrase. However, when a preposedmodifier occurs in the noun phrase
without a preposed demonstrative, the core�s genitive pronoun, adverb and/or enclitic
demonstrative moves to the left after the adjective in the preposed modifier and the linker
occurs before the core. Note that the plural marker remains in the core (example 45).

MODIFIER CORE
(45) tise ko nang i na mga mangngod

tise ko nang i na mga mangngod
small 1,SG,GEN only DEF,N LK PLM younger.sibling
�my small younger siblings only�

The preposed and postposed modifiers may be an adjective, an adjective phrase, a
numeral, a numeral phrase or a preposed possessive adjective pronoun. The adjective
phrase consists of an optional degree word such as sikad �very,� an optional intensifier gid
and the head adjective, as in example 46.

MODIFIER CORE
(46) sikad gid bakod na balay

sikad gid bakod na balay
very INS big LK house
�a really very big house�
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The numeral phrase consists of an optional mga �approximately�, the head numeral
and an optional noun classifier such as buok �piece�, panid �sheet� and bilog �round�. Only
when mga occurs before a numeral, as in example 47, does it mean approximately rather
than plural (cf. example 45).

MODIFIER CORE
(47) mga tallo buok na baboy

mga tallo buok na baboy
approximately three piece LK pig
�about three pigs�

The preposed demonstrative consists of a demonstrative from two sets, the preposed
adjective set and the preposed emphatic adjective set (example 48). The postposed
demonstrative consists of the postposed adjective set (example 49).

DEMONSTRATIVE CORE
(48) yi na mangngod ko

yi na mangngod ko
D1,DEM,ADJ,G LK younger.sibling 1,SG,GEN
�this my younger sibling�

CORE DEMONSTRATIVE
(49) ake na mangngod nai

ake na mangngod nai
1,SG,POSS LK younger.sibling D1,DEM,ADJ,
�this my younger sibling�

3. Evidence that i, an, and ya are not Case Markers

In many clauses i, an and ya appear to be functioning as case markers indicating the
noun which is cross-referenced on the verb. For example, in 50 the noun phrase (NP2) is
marked by ya and is also cross-referenced on the verb with the affix pa-. The noun phrases
(NP1 and NP3) that are not cross-referenced are not marked with any of the enclitic
demonstratives.

VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS
(50) Pabetang ta pwikan tama ya na mga tellek

pa=betang ta pwikan tama ya na mga tellek
ACT,TH,R=put ERG turtle many DEF,F LK PLM thorn
NP3-OBL
naan ta lawa ta saging.
naan ta lawa ta saging
SPAT,DEF OBL trunk GEN banana
�Turtle put the many thorns on the trunk of the banana plant.�

However, I propose that they are not case markers for four reasons: (1) These markers
can occur with any noun phrase including ergative, absolutive, and oblique, as shown in
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examples 51�59. (2) They can occur on more than one noun phrase in a single clause, also
shown in examples 51�59. (3) They occur after the head noun or its preceding modifier
while the case marker ta for ergative, possessive and oblique cases, i.e. nonabsolutive,
precedes the whole noun phrase except for naan in the oblique. If they were truly case
markers they would occur in the same position as ta. (4) They are not required in a noun
phrase, even an absolutive.

Chart 4 shows the distribution of the enclitic demonstratives in definite specific
ergative, absolutive, oblique and genitive noun phrases in conversation. Chart 5 shows
their distribution in narratives. The charts also show their unmarked usage, that is, with no
special meaning or function. In conversation, the unmarked usage is that they do occur
with common nouns in any of the cases, with proper nouns in the absolutive case and with
possessive phrases and descriptive phrases in any of the cases. They usually do not occur on
proper nouns in oblique phrases in either conversation or narratives. Their unmarked
occurrence in narratives is more limited; special marked meanings or functions can be
indicated by their use or omission (see sections 5.3�5.10). They tend to be omitted in the
genitive and ergative cases when the referent has already been established as definite.

Chart 4. Enclitic demonstratives in different types of NPs in conversation
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TYPE OF NOMINAL ERG ABS OBL GEN
COMMON NOUN Occur +/� + + +/�

Unmarked + + + +
POSSESSIVE/DESCRIPTIVE
PHRASE

Occur +/� +/� +/� +/�
Unmarked + + + +

PROPER NOUN/
3RD PERSON PRONOUN

Occur � +/� +/� �
Unmarked � + � �
Marked +
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Chart 5. Enclitic demonstratives in different types of NPs in narratives

In examples 51�53 i, an and ya, respectively, occur in ergative noun phrases.
VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS

(51) Pabetang ta Pwikan i tama ya na mga
pa=betang ta pwikan i tama ya na mga
ACT,TH,R=put ERG turtle DEF,N many DEF,F LK PLM

NP3-OBL
tellek naan ta lawa ta saging.
tellek naan ta lawa ta saging
thorn SPAT OBL trunk GEN banana
�Turtle put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�
VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS

(52) Pabetang ta Pwikan an tama ya na mga
pa=betang ta pwikan an tama ya na mga
ACT,TH,R=put ERG turtle DEF,M many DEF,F LK PLM

NP3-OBL
tellek naan ta lawa ta saging.
tellek naan ta lawa ta saging
thorn SPAT OBL trunk GEN banana
�Turtle put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�
VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS

(53) Pabetang ta Pwikan ya tama ya na mga
pa=betang ta pwikan ya tama ya na mga
ACT,TH,R=put ERG turtle DEF,F many DEF,F LK PLM
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TYPE OF NOMINAL ERG ABS OBL GEN
COMMON NOUN Occur +/� + + +/�

Unmarked � + + �
POSSESSIVE/DESCRIPTIVE
PHRASE

Occur +/� +/� +/� +/�
Unmarked � � � �
Marked + + + +

PROPER NOUN/
3RD PERSON PRONOUN

Occur � +/� +/� �
Unmarked � � � �
Marked + +
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NP3-OBL
tellek naan ta lawa ta saging.
tellek naan ta lawa ta saging
thorn SPAT OBL trunk GEN banana
�Turtle put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�

In examples 54�56 i, an and ya, respectively, occur in absolutive noun phrases.
VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS NP3-OBL

(54) Pabetang din tama i na mga tellek naan
pa=betang din tama i na mga tellek naan
ACT,TH,R=put 3,SG,ERG many DEF,N LK PLM thorn SPAT,DEF
ta lawa ta saging.
ta lawa ta saging
OBL trunk GEN banana
�He put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�
VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS NP3-OBL

(55) Pabetang din tama an na mga tellek naan
pa=betang din tama an na mga tellek naan
ACT,TH,R=put 3,SG,ERG many DEF,M LK PLM thorn SPAT,DEF
ta lawa ta saging.
ta lawa ta saging
OBL trunk GEN banana
�He put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�
VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS NP3-OBL

(56) Pabetang din tama ya na mga tellek naan
pa=betang din tama ya na mga tellek naan
ACT,TH,R=put 3,SG,ERG many DEF,F LK PLM thorn SPAT,DEF
ta lawa ta saging.
ta lawa ta saging
OBL trunk GEN banana
�He put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�

In examples 57�59 i, an and ya, respectively, occur in oblique noun phrases.
VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS NP3-OBL

(57) Pabetang din tama an na mga tellek naan
pa=betang din tama an na mga tellek naan
ACT,TH,R=put 3,SG,ERG many DEF,M LK PLM thorn SPAT,DEF
ta lawa i ta saging.
ta lawa i ta saging
OBL trunk DEF,N GEN banana
�He put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�
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VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS NP3-OBL
(58) Pabetang din tama an na mga tellek naan

pa=betang din tama an na mga tellek naan
ACT,TH,R=put 3,SG,ERG many DEF,M LK PLM thorn SPAT,DEF
ta lawa an ta saging.
ta lawa an ta saging
OBL trunk DEF,M GEN banana
�He put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�
VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS NP3-OBL

(59) Pabetang din tama an na mga tellek naan
pa=betang din tama an na mga tellek naan
ACT,TH,R=put 3,SG,ERG many DEF,M LK PLM thorn SPAT,DEF
ta lawa ya ta saging.
ta lawa ya ta saging
OBL trunk DEF,F GEN banana
�He put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�

In examples 60�62 i, an and ya do not occur in the ergative noun phrase, absolutive
noun phrase, nor the oblique noun phrase, respectively.

VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS
(60) Pabetang ta Pwikan tama ya na mga tellek

pa=betang ta pwikan tama ya na mga tellek
ACT,TH,R=put ERG turtle many DEF,F LK PLM thorn
NP3-OBL
naan ta lawa ta saging.
naan ta lawa ta saging
SPAT.DEF OBL trunk GEN banana
�Turtle put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�
VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS NP3-OBL

(61) Pabetang din tama na mga tellek naan
pa=betang din tama na mga tellek naan
ACT,TH,R=put 3,SG,ERG many LK PLM thorn SPAT,DEF
ta lawa ta saging.
ta lawa ta saging
OBL trunk GEN banana
�He put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�
VERB NP1-ERG NP2-ABS NP3-OBL

(62) Pabetang din tama an na mga tellek naan
pa=betang din tama an na mga tellek naan
ACT,TH,R=put 3,SG,ERG many DEF,M LK PLM thorn SPAT,DEF
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ta lawa ta saging.
ta lawa ta saging
OBL trunk GEN banana
�He put the many thorns into the trunk of the banana plant.�

Even though the function of i, an and ya is not to mark case, this does not mean that
Kagayanen does not mark the cross-referenced nominal. (Only one nominal is
cross-referenced on a verb.) The cross-referenced nominal is the one with zero case
marking, that is the one not markedwith ta, the nonabsolutivemarker, nor with ki, oblique
for personal names and pronouns. The cross-referenced nominal must be referential and
definite, but it may be either a specific or nonspecific (generic) reference. If a
demonstrative occurs as the head in the core of the cross-referenced noun phrase, it must
be from one of the absolutive sets; similarly, pronouns must be from one of the absolutive
sets.

In example 63 the affix pa- cross-references the Theme. Both noun phrases in this
clause are definite and specific. But only the absolutive pronoun, kanen �he�, can be
cross-referenced since the second noun phrase is marked with ta.

VERB NP1 NP2
(63) Paumaw kanen ta iya na amay.

pa=umaw kanen ta iya na amay
ACT,TH,R=call 3,SG,ABS ERG 3,SG,POSS LK father
�His father called him.�

In example 64 the affix ga- cross-references the Theme. Both noun phrases are marked
with the enclitic demonstratives. The noun phrase kaoy �tree� is marked with ta; therefore,
it is not the cross-referenced noun phrase, but rather the absolutive pronoun is the
cross-referenced noun phrase.

VERB NP1 NP2
(64) Gapanilag kanen an anay ta kaoy i.

ga=panilag kanen an anay ta kaoy i
ACT,TH,R=observe 3,S,ABS DEF,M first OBL tree DEF,N
�He first observed the tree.�

4. Evidence that i, an, and ya are Enclitic Forms of the
Demonstratives

The following discussion will show why i, an and ya are enclitic forms of the
demonstratives. First the similarities of these particles to the demonstratives will be
discussed and then the differences.

Like the other demonstratives, these enclitic demonstratives have spatial distinctions;
however, they only have three degrees of deixis while the other demonstratives have four
(see chart 6). The medium enclitic an equals both degrees two and three of the other
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ABSOLUTIVE ENCLITIC
D1. ni near speaker i near
D2. nyan near speaker and addressee an medium
D3. nan near addressee
D4. nya far from both ya far
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demonstratives. Notice that the forms of the absolutive demonstrative and the enclitic
demonstratives are very similar with only the initial n (or ny) distinguishing them.5

Chart 6. Similarities of the absolutive and the enclitic demonstratives
The characteristics of a demonstrative according to Halliday and Hasan are: (1)

Demonstratives are semantically selective.
They contain within themselves some referential element in terms of which the
item in question is to be identified (1976:71).
(2) Demonstratives can occur elliptically, that is a demonstrativemay occur without a

head noun. (3) Demonstrative referencing is essentially a form of verbal pointing. The
speaker identifies the referent by locating it on a scale of proximity.

I, an and ya fit this definition of demonstratives except that they cannot occur
elliptically; the other demonstratives can occur elliptically. Thus the function of the other
demonstratives is to refer to things while i, an and ya only function to mark the noun
referring to things. Noun phrases with the other demonstratives refer only to things in the
communication situation while noun phrases with i, an and ya refer to things either in the
communication situation or in the text itself. Similarly the other demonstratives can refer
to what will be said or was said in a text as a whole, an episode or a paragraph, for example,
a conclusion might be: �That was my experience�, referring to the whole text. I, an and ya
cannot; they only mark noun phrases referring to participants, props, and nominalized
clauses. These enclitics, thus, partially fit Halliday and Hasan�s description of a definite
marker:

It merely indicates that the item in question is specific and identifiable; that
somewhere the information necessary for identifying it is recoverable (1976:71).
I, an and ya occur in the core of the noun phrase as a modifier of the head or

immediately following a preposed modifier while the other demonstratives occur in the
preposed/postposed demonstrative positions or as the head in the core (see section 3).
Note however, that only one demonstrative can occur within a single noun phrase and that
i, an, and ya are mutually exclusive with all of the other sets shown in chart 1. This fact
supports the position that they are demonstratives.

5. The Functions of i, an, and ya in Narrative

The functions of the enclitic demonstratives in narrative are (1) to mark nominals that
are not inherently definite as definite (section 5.1), (2) to mark a definite nonspecific
nominal as specific (section 5.2), (3) to locate a referent with reference to the speaker
(section 5.3), (4) to locate events on a time line (section 5.4), (5) to mark a nominalized
clause (section 5.5), and (6) to occur sentence-finally with absolutive or topic nouns
(section 5.6). In addition, each has functions that are unique to it. Functions unique to i are
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discussed in section 5.7, an in section 5.8 and ya in section 5.9. Then in section 5.10
situations where no enclitic demonstrative occurs are discussed.

5.1. Mark Nominals that are not Inherently Definite as Definite

The enclitic demonstratives mark nouns that are not inherently definite as definite
and specific (examples 65�67). Common nouns without some definite marker are
understood by Kagayanens as indefinite referents. Common nouns may also be marked as
definite with any of the other definite markers such as the other demonstratives,
possessives, adjectives, genitives or descriptives.
(65) Pabetangan din saging i ta tellek.

pa=betang=an din saging i ta tellek
ACT,LOC,R=put=___ 3,SG,ERG banana DEF,N OBL thorn
�He put some thorns into the banana plant.�

(66) *Pabetangan din saging Ø ta tellek.
*�He put some thorns into a banana plant.�

(67) Galayag kay nang en na ula nay
ga=layag kay nang en na ula nay
ACT,TH,R=sail 1,PL,EX,ABS only CM LK NEG 1,PL,EX,ERG
nlami daw indi kay punta asta
na=alam=I daw indi kay punta asta
STAT,TH,R=know=___ if where 1,PL,EX,ABS going until
nang en na gagisi layag i.
nang en na ga=gisi layag i
only INC LK ACT,TH,R=tear sail DEF,N
�We were sailing not knowing where we were going until even the sail became torn.�

At times it appears that some definite common nouns occur without any definite
marking. The reason for this is that definite nonspecific common nouns do not take the
enclitic demonstrative unless they are being marked as specific (see section 5.2). The
enclitic demonstratives do not occur with nonreferential nominals (example 68),
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referential indefinite nominals (example 69), or referential definite nonspecific nominals
(example 70).66

(68) Pamatyag ko daw ula aren bekkeg.
pang=batyag ko daw ula aren bekkeg
DIST=feel 1,SG,ERG if NEG 1,SG,ABS bones
�I felt as if I had no bones.� (B1)

(69) Na naan kay ta kambiraan may isya
na naan kay ta kambira=an may isya
when SPAT,DEF 1,PL,EX,ABS OBL feast=place EXT.INDEF certain
na bai na gasagpon.
na bai na ga=sagpon
LK woman LK ACT,TH,R=pregnant
�When we were at the feast there was a certain woman who was pregnant.� (B2)
*�When we were at the feast there was the woman who was pregnant.�

(70) Ula din natan-aw gantangan ya na
ula din na=tan-aw gantang=an ya na
NEG 3,SG,ERG ACT,TH,R=look.at 2-1/2.gallon=NR DEF,F LK
may anen bilin na blawan.
may anen bilin na blawan
EXT,INDEF EXT,DEF leave LK gold
�He did not look at the 2 1/2-gallon measuring device which had some of the gold which
was left.� (T2)

5.2. Mark Definite Nonspecific Nominals as Specific

Some nominals may be definite but nonspecific such as generic class names, limited
sets of things, and ambient things. These usually occur without definite marking.When the
enclitic demonstratives occur with these nouns, they are specific, i.e. one certain member
of a generic class, one member of a limited set or one part of an ambient thing. The basic
way they are marked as specific is with an. I and ya may also occur but give special
meaning (see sections 5.7 and 5.9).

Example 71 illustrates a definite nonspecific reference baybay �beach� in an oblique
phrase with no definite marking. The reference is to the beach as a whole. Example 72
illustrates a definite specific reference to the beach with an enclitic demonstrative.
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6 Nonreferential nominals are markedwith duma �some�, duma na ittaw �other people�, negation (as in
example 68), or in an oblique phrasewithoutnaan. Referential indefinitenominals aremarkedwith
a may existential clause, isya �one/a certain� in an ergative or genitive phrase, or in an oblique
phrase without naan. Referential definite nonspecific nominals are marked with a may anen
existential clause and a noun phrase with no definite marking.
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OBL
(71) Balay nay naan ta Santa Cruz madyo ta

balay nay naan ta Santa Crus madyo ta
house 1,PL,EX,GEN SPAT,DEF OBL Santa Cruz far OBL
baybay.
baybay
beach
�Our house in Santa Cruz is far from the beach.� (B1)
OBL

(72) Giling kanen unti ta baybay i.
Ga=iling kanen unti ta baybay i
ACT,TH,R=go 3,SG,ABS D1,A,SP OBL beach DEF,N
�He came here to the beach.� (B7)

5.3. Locate an Object in Relation to a Point of Reference

When an enclitic demonstrative does not occur in the unmarked form (see chart 4) but
is present in the text, it may signal degrees of spatial deixis as well as one of the other
functions discussed in sections 5.4�5.9.

In conversations, first person accounts, and quotes in traditional narratives the
enclitic demonstratives signal exophoric degrees of spatial deixis with reference to the
speaker. In third person accounts and traditional narratives the point of reference is the
participant who is the focus of attention (see section 5.7).

When the point of reference is the speaker, i occurs when the referent of the noun that
is marked is close to the speaker (example 73 and sawangan i in example 108); an occurs
when the referent of the noun is somewhere near by (example 74); and ya occurs when the
referent of the noun is far from both the speaker and addressee (example 75).
(73) Nagisi libro no i.

na=gisi libro no i
CIRC,TH,R=tear book 2,SG,GEN DEF,N
�Your book (near me) is torn.�

(74) Nagisi libro no an.
na=gisi libro no an
CIRC,TH,R=tear book 2,SG,GEN DEF,M
�Your book (close by) is torn.�

(75) Nagisi libro no ya.
na=gisi libro no ya
CIRC,TH,R=tear book 2,SG,GEN DEF,F
�Your book (far away) is torn.�

Example 76 is from a first person account; the speaker is the point of reference. He was
very sick in the story and he calls his children to come to him and pray. After they have
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prayed and they are still near him, he tells them to go get help. Since they are near him i
occurs.
(76) Pagpapawa man en, pasugo ko bata

pag=CV=pawa man en pa=sugo ko bata
GER=DIM=bright also CM ACT,TH,R=sent 1,SG,ERG child
ko i daw ake na umagad.
ko i daw ake na umagad
1,SG,GEN DEF,N and 1,SG,POSS LK son.in.law
�When it had dawned, I sent off my child and my son-in-law.� (B1)

Example 77 is from another first person account. The speaker and those with him kept
sailing in a typhoon while the other sailboats that were with them moved far away from
them when they returned back to the island of Cagayancillo. Therefore, ya occurs with the
reference to the ones which moved away.
(77) Duma ya na blangay ubos balik ta Cagayancillo.

duma ya na blangay ubos balik ta Cagayancillo
other DEF,F LK 2.mast.sailboat all return OBL Cagayancillo
�All the other two-mast sailboats returned to Cagayancillo.� (B4)

Example 78 is from a traditional narrative about a race between a turtle and a hermit
crab. Hermit Crab got his companion hermit crabs to spread out along the course of the
race so that a hermit crab would always be ahead of Turtle. Turtle shouts out asking Hermit
Crab where he is and the hermit crab that is far ahead of him answers. This crab is marked
with ya.
(78) Pag-abot en man ta adyu-adyo ya, singgit en man

pag=abot en man ta CRD=adyo ya singgit en man
GER=arrive CM also OBL DIM=far DEF,F shout CM also
kanen an, �Umang! Indi ka yan en?�
kanen an umang indi ka yan en
3,SG,ABS DEF,M hermit.crab where 2,SG,ABS ATT,M CM
Sabat man umang ya na naan unso
sabat man umang ya na naan unso
answer also hermit.crab DEF,F LK SPAT,DEF D4,A,SP
unaan ya. Ambal din, �Anen aren unti.
una=an ya ambal din anen aren unti
first=place DEF,F say 3,SG,ERG EXT,DEF 1,SG,ABS D1,A,SP
Una aren kaon.�
una aren kaon
first 1,SG,ABS 2,SG,OBL
�When he arrived at a place a little farther, he shouted, �Hermit Crab! Where are you?�
The hermit crab that was there far ahead answered. He said, �I am here. I am ahead of
you.�� (T7)
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Each quote is a text within itself. The spatial deixis of the enclitic demonstrative is in
relation to the participant who is speaking and the participant who is the addressee. In
example 79 the noun bula �ball� is marked with i since in the story the speaker, pangka
�frog,� is holding the ball.
(79) Sabat ta pangka, �Dili ka magprublima.

sabat ta pangka dili ka mag=prublima
answer OBL frog NEG 2,SG,ABS ACT,TH,IRR=problem
Daw gusto no, atag ko ki kaon
daw gusto no atag ko ki kaon
if want 2,SG,ERG give 1,SG,ERG OBL,P 2,SG,OBL
imo i na bula piro may kundisyon.
imo i na bula piro may kundisyon
2,SG,POSS DEF,N LK ball but EXT.INDEF condition
�The frog answered, �Do not worry. If you want, I will give you your ball but there is a
condition.��

5.4. Locate Events on a Time Line

The spatial function of the enclitic demonstratives has been extended to time. In
conversations and direct quotes, they locate events on a time line with respect to the
speech act. In narratives, they locate events on a time line with respect to the event line of
the story.

When i occurs on time words such as days of the week, months, and years, it gives the
meaning of the immediate day, month, or year of that name (examples 80�81). When an
occurs on these nouns, it means the following day, month, or year of that name, i.e. less
immediate (examples 83 and 84). An occurs also on clauses that are concerning daily or
monthly occurrences (example 82). It is not as specific as i (example 83). When ya occurs
on these time nouns, it means either the past when the mood of the verb is realis (examples
85�86) or remote future when the mood of the verb is irrealis (examples 87�88). When no
enclitic demonstrative occurs on these time nouns, no specific day, month, or year is
specified (examples 89�90).
(80) Adlaw i na Sabado miling ki ta

adlaw i na Sabado m=iling ki ta
day DEF,N LK Saturday ACT,TH,IRR=go 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL
Valencia.
Valencia
Valencia
�The day of Saturday (the one following immediately) we will go to Valencia.� /�This
coming Saturday we will go to Valencia.�

(81) Sabado i miling ki ta Valencia.
Sabado i m=iling ki ta Valencia
Saturday DEF,N ACT,TH,IRR=go 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL Valencia
�Saturday (the one following immediately) we will go to Valencia.� /�This coming
Saturday we will go to Valencia.�
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(82) Adlaw an na Sabado miling ki ta
adlaw an na Sabado m=iling ki ta
day DEF,M LK Saturday ACT,TH,IRR=go 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL
Valencia.
Valencia
Valencia
�The day of Saturday (each one) we go to Valencia.�

(83) Sabado an miling ki ta Valencia.
Sabado an m=iling ki ta Valencia
Saturday DEF,M ACT,TH,IRR=go 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL Valencia
�Saturday we will go to Valencia (not as specific as i).�

(84) Pag-abot ta sellem an, Umang i daw
pag=abot ta sellem an umang i daw
GER=arrive GEN morning DEF,M hermit.crab DEF,N and
Pwikan i giling en ta baybay.
pwikan i ga=iling en ta baybay
turtle DEF,N ACT,TH,R=go CM OBL beach
�When morning arrived, Hermit Crab and Turtle went to the beach.�

(85) Adlaw ya na Sabado giling ki ta
adlaw ya na Sabado ga=iling ki ta
day DEF,F LK Saturday ACT,TH,R=go 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL
Valencia.
Valencia
Valencia
�The day of Saturday (past) we went to Valencia.�

(86) Sabado ya giling ki ta Valencia.
Sabado ya ga=iling ki ta Valencia
Saturday DEF,F ACT,TH,R=go 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL Valencia
�Saturday (past) we went to Valencia.�

(87) Adlaw ya na Sabado miling ki ta
adlaw ya na Sabado m=iling ki ta
day DEF,F LK Saturday ACT,TH,IRR=go 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL
Valencia.
Valencia
Valencia
�The day of Saturday we will go to Valencia (a long time in future).�

(88) Sabado ya miling ki ta Valencia.
Sabado ya m=iling ki ta Valencia
Saturday DEF,F ACT,TH,IRR=go 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL Valencia
�Saturday we will go to Valencia (far in the future).�
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(89) Adlaw na Sabado miling ki ta Valencia.
adlaw na Sabado m=iling ki ta Valencia
day LK Saturday ACT,TH,IRR=go 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL Valencia
�On Saturdays we go to Valencia.�

(90) Sabado miling ki ta Valencia.
Sabado m=iling ki ta Valencia
Saturday ACT,TH,IRR=go 1,PL,INC,ABS OBL Valencia
�Saturday we will go to Valencia.�

When enclitic demonstratives occur on nouns other than time words, they can
indicate distinctions in time as well as space. I indicates present and immediate time in the
past or future depending on the mood of the verb (examples 91 and 94). An indicates more
distant time in the past or future (examples 92 and 95), and ya far distant time in the past or
future (examples 93 and 96). However, spatial distinctions have priority over temporal. If a
referent is close to the speaker but the action took place in remote past time, i occurs. If a
referent is far from the speaker, but the action takes place in the present or immediate
future, ya occurs.
(91) Pabasa ko sulat no i.

pa=basa ko sulat no i
ACT,TH,R=read 1,SG,ERG letter 2,SG,GEN DEF,N
�I read your letter (present or immediate past).� (The letter is close to the speaker.)

(92) Pabasa ko sulat no an.
pa=basa ko sulat no an
ACT,TH,R=read 1,SG,ERG letter 2,SG,GEN DEF,M
�I read your letter (yesterday or earlier today).� (The letter is near by the speaker.)

(93) Pabasa ko sulat no ya.
pa=basa ko sulat no ya
ACT,TH,R=read 1,SG,ERG letter 2,SG,GEN DEF,F
�I read your letter (a long time ago).� (The letter is far away from the speaker.)

(94) Basaen ko sulat no i.
basa=en ko sulat no i
ACT,TH,IRR=read 1,SG,ERG letter 2,SG,GEN DEF,N
�I will read your letter (immediate future).� (The letter is close to the speaker.)

(95) Basaen ko sulat no an.
Basa=en ko sulat no an
ACT,TH,IRR=read 1,SG,ERG letter 2,SG,GEN DEF,M
�I will read your letter (later).� (The letter is farther away from the speaker.)

(96) Basaen ko sulat no ya.
basa=en ko sulat no ya
ACT,TH,IRR=read 1,SG,ERG letter 2,SG,GEN DEF.F
�I will read your letter (much later).� (The letter is farther away from the speaker.)
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In narratives a nominal may be markedwith ya if it refers to something that happened
earlier or later in the story line than that point in the story. In example 97 the participant is
laughing at a joke stated earlier in the story.
(97) Gatatawa a pa ta laeg ya ta

ga=CV=tawa a pa ta laeg ya ta
ACT,TH,R=RP=laugh 1,SG,ABS INC OBL joke DEF,F GEN
sawa ko.
sawa ko
spouse 1,SG,GEN
�I was laughing at the joke (earlier in the story) of my husband.� (B2)

5.5. Mark Time Lapse in Nominalized Clauses

There are two types of nominalized clauses which are optionally marked with the
enclitic demonstratives; one is a pag- intransitive clause which repeats the event of the
previous clause in a subordinate �when� circumstance clause and the other is a clause that
has an adverb which is descriptive of an event in the story, not itself an event on the story
line. (Optional here means it occurs in the construction many times both with and without
the enclitics, but the language assistant says that the proper way to speak is with the
markers and it is more complete with them.)

In example 98 from a traditional narrative the first clause is about a fish who comes
out of hiding in the limestones. The second clause repeats the event of the first clause in a
circumstantial pag- clause. Since this is the second mention of the event, it is definite and
can be marked with one of the enclitic demonstratives. The third clause is the main clause
for the circumstance in clause 2. The whole pag- clause � not the ergative pronoun � is
marked as definite with the enclitic demonstrative. (Ergative pronouns cannot be marked
with the enclitic demonstratives.) Different enclitic demonstrativesmay be used indicating
time distinction. For example, with i his looking for Butterflyfish is immediately after his
coming out of hiding, with an it is less immediate and with ya the time lapse is more.

CLAUSE 1 CLAUSE 2
(98) Dayon kanen gwa. Paggwa din an,

dayon kanen gwa pag=gwa din an
then 3,SG,ABS go.out GER=go.out 3,SG,GEN DEF,M
CLAUSE 3
papangita din una Kalibangbang ya.
pa=pangita din una kalibangbang ya
ACT,TH,R=search 3,SG,ERG first butterflyfish DEF,F
�Then he came out. When he came out, he first searched for Butterflyfish.� (T9)

The structure of clauses with adverbs is like that of nonverbal clauses with the adverb
taking the position of the comment and the verb with actor taking the position of the topic.
The topic is constructed of a verb that has no affix, the actor of the verb in genitive case and
the enclitic demonstrative following the genitive actor. It does not mark the genitive actor,
but the whole nominalized clause. Any of the three enclitic demonstratives may occur
indicating difference in time of the event.
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COMMENT TOPIC
(99) Sigi agal ko an.

sigi agal ko an
CONT cry 1,SG,GEN DEF,M
�I continually cried.� (lit: �My crying was continuous.�) (B5)

5.6. Occur as Sentence-final Word with Absolutive or Topic Nouns

Absolutive noun phrases of verbal clauses and topic noun phrases of nonverbal clauses
cannot occur sentence finally and, therefore, some word such as an adverb or enclitic
demonstrative follows the noun. Absolutive or topic noun phrases with a demonstrative, a
modifier, a preposed possessive or genitive construction may occur sentence finally.
Examples 100 and 101 illustrate the absolutive pronoun kanen �he/she� in a verbal clause
with and without an enclitic demonstrative sentence medially. Example 102 illustrates the
same absolutive in sentence-final position with an enclitic demonstrative and example 103
illustrates the ungrammatical construction of the same absolutive pronoun sentence-finally
without an enclitic demonstrative. Examples 104�107 illustrate the same things with a
nonverbal clause. Examples 104 and 105 illustrate the topic noun phrase baled �wave� in a
nonverbal clause with and without an enclitic demonstrative sentence medially. Example
106 illustrates the same topic noun phrase sentence finally with the enclitic demonstrative
and example 107 illustrates the ungrammatical construction of the same topic noun
sentence finally without an enclitic demonstrative.

Verbal clause

VERB ABS SUBORDINATE CLAUSE
(100) Gapeddeng-peddeng kanen an na gakaan.

ga=CRD=peddeng kanen an na ga=kaan
ACT,TH,R=CONT=close.eyes 3,SG,ABS DEF,M LK ACT,AG,R=eat
�He was closing (his) eyes while eating.�
VERB ABS SUBORDINATE CLAUSE

(101) Gapeddeng-peddeng kanen na gakaan.
ga=CRD=peddeng kanen na ga=kaan
ACT,TH,R=CONT=close.eyes 3,SG,ABS LK ACT,AG,R=eat
�He was closing (his) eyes while eating.� (B8)
VERB ABS

(102) Gapeddeng-peddeng kanen an.
ga=CRD=peddeng kanen an
ACT,TH,R=CONT=close.eyes 3,SG,ABS DEF,M
�He was closing (his) eyes.�
VERB TOPIC

(103) *Gapeddeng-peddeng kanen.
�He was closing (his) eyes.�
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Nonverbal clause

COMMENT TOPIC RELATIVE CLAUSE
(104) Sikad darko baled an na gataklap ta

sikad darko baled an na ga=taklap ta
very big.PLM wave DEF,M LK ACT,TH,R=splash.onto OBL
blangay an.
blangay an
2.mast.sailboat DEF,M
�The waves were big that were splashing onto the two-mast sailboat.�
COMMENT TOPIC RELATIVE CLAUSE

(105) Sikad darko baled na gataklap ta
sikad darko baled na ga=taklap ta
very big.PLM wave LK ACT,TH,R=splash.onto OBL
blangay an.
blangay an
2.mast.sailboat DEF,M
�The waves were big that were splashing onto the two-mast sailboat.� (B4)
COMMENT TOPIC

(106) Sikad darko baled an.
sikad darko baled an
very big.PLM wave DEF,M
�The waves were big.�
COMMENT TOPIC

(107) *Sikad darko baled.
�The waves were big.�

5.7. Functions Unique to i

The enclitic demonstrative i may focus attention77 on a participant in narrative. Focus
of attention has the effect of placing a spotlight on one or more participants in a scene, that
is placing them on center stage. When a participant becomes the focus of attention, the
noun is usually marked with i and fronted. This occurs in the introduction to the story, the
first event on the storyline and the beginning of paragraphs. The sentence in example 108
is the first event on the story line and the three fish are made the focus of attention.
(108) Isya na adlaw, tallo i buok na sidda nai

isya na adlaw tallo i buok na sidda nai
one LK day three DEF,N piece LK fish D1,DEM,ADJ
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na pulos dayad sura an danen anay lagen
na pulos dayad sura an danen anay luag=en
LK all good looks DEF,M 3,PL,ABS first look=ACT,TH,IRR
gasugranen naan ta sawangan i ta Langisan
ga=sugid=anen naan ta sawangan i ta Langisan
ACT,TH,R=tell=NR SPAT,DEF OBL channel DEF,N GEN Langisan
daw Dondonay.
daw Dondonay
and Dondonay
�One day these three fish who at first their appearance looked good, were talking together
in the channel between Langisan and Dondonay.� (T9)

With first person accounts the speaker and his companions, if he has some, are the
focus of attention and i may or may not occur. Example 109 is the very first sentence in the
introduction of a first person account. In examples 110 and 111 the focus of attention is
also the first person.
(109) Na yaken i tise a pa, ta pag-iskwila

na yaken i tise a pa ta pag=iskwila
when 1,SG,ABS DEF,N small 1,SG,ABS INC when GER=school
ko ta ilimintarya dili ko malipatan.
ko ta ilimintarya dili ko ma=lipat=an
1,SG,GEN OBL elementary NEG 1,SG,ERG STAT,TH,IRR=forget=___
�When I was still small, when I was going to elementary school I cannot forget.� (B9)

(110) Nyaan a pungko kende ta liyo i. Nyaan
nyaan a pungko kende ta liyo i nyaan
SPAT 1,SG,ABS sit 1,SG,CTR OBL side DEF,N SPAT
eman ta liyo kanen ya.
eman ta liyo kanen ya
also OBL other.side 3,SG,ABS DEF,F
�I myself sat on one side. He was on the other side.� (B6)

(111) Pag-alin nay unti Caguisan i banda mga
pag=alin nay unti Caguisan i banda mga
GER=from 1,PL,EX,GEN D1,A,SP Caguisan DEF,N estimate about
alas nuibi.
alas nuibi
o�clock nine
�Our leaving here Caguisan was about nine o�clock.� (B6)

At the beginning of a new paragraph if the focus of attention is the same as the
previous paragraph, then i marks the noun referring to that participant and it is not usually
fronted, as in example 112.
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(112) Pagkatapos an, dayon insa Tul-ungan i, �Indya a
pagka=tapos an dayon insa tul-ungan i indya a
NR=after DEF,M then ask parrotfish DEF,N where INJ
Indangan ya?�
indangan ya
surgeonfish DEF,F
�After that, Parrotfish asked, �Where is Surgeonfish?�� (T9)

But if the focus of attention is different at the beginning of a new paragraph, then i
marks the noun and it is fronted. In example 113 the new focus of attention is Hermit Crab
marked with i in a fronted noun phrase. Previous to this both Turtle and Hermit Crab were
the focus of attention. Now the speaker wants to focus only on one.
(113) Pagbelagay en danen, may plano pla na

pag=belag=ay en danen may plano pla na
GER=separate=RC CM 3,PL,GEN EXT,INDEF plan SURP LK
dayad Umang i. Umang i, pasugat
dayad umang i umang i pa=sugat
good hermit.crab DEF,N hermit.crab DEF,N ACT,TH,R=meet
din mga duma din ya na mga umang.
din mga duma din ya na mga umang
3,SG,ERG PLM other 3,SG,GEN DEF,F LK PLM hermit.crab
�When they separated, Hermit Crab had a good plan. Hermit Crab, he went to meet his
companion hermit crabs.� (T7)

5.8. Functions Unique to an

Basically an marks specificity, connectedness, and continuation. The following
discussion describes some of the special ways that an functions. I and ya may also occur in
these same situations but with different functions (see section 5.7 for i and section 5.9 for
ya).

Nominals may be marked with an when they were just mentioned in the previous one
or two sentences to help disambiguate referents. This function of an was confirmed when I
was eliciting a set of sentences. The first time I elicited the sentences, I used only an for the
enclitic demonstrative. In most of the situations where the enclitic was optional (see charts
4 and 5), the language assistant strongly preferred no enclitic. But when I elicited the same
sentences with ya, she preferred the enclitic to occur. The reason an was not preferred was
that there were no prior mentions, so it sounded unnatural.

In the first sentence in example 114 Butterflyfish is marked with ya because he is far
from the focus of attention. In the second sentence the third person pronoun also referring
to Butterflyfish is marked with an since he was just mentioned in the previous sentence.

SENTENCE 1
(114) Kalibangbang ya dayon man a suklip naan ta

kalibangbang ya dayon man a suklip naan ta
butterflyfish DEF,F immediately also INJ insert SPAT,DEF OBL
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SENTENCE 2
pagang ya. Adlek man kanen an.
pagang ya adlek man kanen an
coral DEF,F afraid also 3,SG,ABS DEF,M
�Butterflyfish, too, immediately slipped into the coral. He was also afraid.� (T9)

Definite inherently nonspecific nominals usually take no definite marking. The
unmarked way to make them specific is with an (see section 5.2).

In narratives most references to a possessed thing in a possessive phrase that has a
genitive pronoun are marked with an. This is true for things possessed by first person
(example 115), second person (116), and third person (example 117). I or ya may also
occur for marked functions.
(115) Piro ginawa ko an sikad gid na kalain.

piro ginawa ko an sikad gid na ka=lain
but breath 1,SG,GEN DEF,M very INS LK NR=bad
�But my breathing was very bad.� (B1)

(116) �Kani kusniten ko bibig no an.�
kani kusnit=en ko bibig no an
later pinch=ACT,TH,IRR 1,SG,ERG lip 2,SG,GEN DEF,M
��Later I will pinch your lips.�� (B2)

(117) Gaangep gid nakem din an.
ga=angep gid nakem din an
ACT,TH,R=favorable INS feelings 3,SG,GEN DEF,M
�Her feelings became favorable.� (B2)

Reference to somethingwhich the addressee has just talked about is markedwith an.
(118) Iran i na bata ula danen papanauga

iran i na bata ula danen pa=panaog=a
3,PL,POSS DEF,N LK child NEG 3,PL,ERG ACT,TH,R=go.down=___
naan ta silong tak ambal ta amay ta bata,
naan ta siling tak ambal ta amay ta bata
SPAT,DEF OBL yard because say ERG father GEN child
�Gapangako ki na dili ta
ga=pangako ki na dili ta
ACT,AG,R=promise 1,PL,IN,ABS LK NEG 1,PL,IN,ERG
tekkaren ta basak ate na bata.�
tekkad=en ta basak ate na bata
lay.foot/hand.on=ACT,TH,IRR OBL ground 1,PL,IN,POSS LK child
Sabat man ta bai ya, �Ee, dili ta
sabat man ta bai ya ee dili ta
answer also ERG woman DEF,F yes NEG 1,PL,IN,ERG
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tekkaren ta basak ate an
tekkad=en ta basak ate an
lay.foot/hand.on=ACT,TH,IRR OBL ground 1,PL,IN,POSS DEF,M
na bata.�
na bata
LK child
�They did not let their child go down to the yard because the father of the child said, �We
promised that we would not let our child lay her foot on the ground.� The woman
answered, �Yes, we will not let our child lay her foot on the ground.�� (T5)

An marks a participant in an embedded conversation in a narrative when what he is
saying is in direct response to or in agreementwith what was just said previously. The ya in
example 118 seems to contradict this, but ya occurs here since the conversation is a
flashback to what happened previously in the story (see section 5.9). In example 119
Hermit Crab and Turtle are having a conversation. Sentences 2 and 4 are the reply of Turtle
to Hermit Crab�s greetings and in the utterance clauses an marks Turtle.

SENTENCE 1
(119) Pagkita danen, ambal gid ta Umang, �Miad na

pag=kita danen ambal gid ta umang miad na
GER=see 3,PL,GEN say INS ERG hermit.crab good LK

SENTENCE 2
sellem, Pwikan.� Sabat man ya ta Pwikan an,
sellem pwikan sabat man ya ta pwikan an,
morning turtle answer also ATT ERG turtle DEF,M

SENTENCE 3
�Miad man na sellem, Umang.� Ambal ta Umang
miad man na sellem umang ambal ta umang
good also LK morning hermit.crab say ERG hermit.crab

SENTENCE 4
ya, �Indi ka punta anduni, Pwikan?� Sabat ta
ya indi ka punta anduni pwikan sabat ta
DEF,F where 2,SG,ABS going now/today turtle answer ERG
Pwikan an, iling din, �Yaken i gapanaw
pwikan an iling din yaken i ga=panaw
turtle DEF,M say 3,SG,ERG 1,SG,ABS DEF,N ACT,TH,R=walk
nang i. Pasyar a nang i unti baybay i.�
nang i pasyar a nang i unti baybay i
only ATT stroll 1,SG,ABS only ATT D1,A,SP beach DEF,N
�(1) When they met, Hermit Crab said, �Good morning, Turtle.� (2) Turtle answered,
�Good morning, Hermit Crab.� (3) Hermit Crab said, �Where are you going, Turtle?� (4)
Turtle answered, he said, �I am just walking. I am just strolling here on the beach.�� (T7)

An occurs on a third person pronoun in an indirect quote that is co-referentialwith the
speaker.
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(120) Umang i, pasugat din mga duma
umang i pa=sugat din mga duma
hermit.crab DEF,N ACT,TH,R=meet 3,SG,ERG PLM companion
din ya na mga umang. Pagkitaay danen
din ya na mga umang pag=kita=ay danen
3,SG,Gen DEF,F LK PLM hermit.crab GER=see=RC 3,PL,GEN
na tama en na mga umang, pasugiran en
na tama en na mga umang pa=sugid=an en
LK many CM LK PLM hermit.crab ACT,LOC,R=tell=___ CM
na kanen an daw Pwikan kisyem sellem
na kanen an daw pwikan kisyem sellem
LK 3,SG,ABS DEF,M and turtle tomorrow morning
maglumbaay dlagan.
mag=lumba=ay dlagan
ACT,TH,IRR=race=RC run
�Hermit Crab met his companion hermit crabs. When they, that is the many hermit crabs,
met together, (he) told (them) that he and Turtle would run a race tomorrow morning.�
(T7)

5.9. Functions Unique to ya

Basically ya marks distance, disconnectedness, contradiction and conclusions.88 The
following discussion describes some special functions of ya.

A common noun or pronoun that was mentioned farther back in the story than just the
previous one or two sentences may be marked with ya. Example 121 is the first mention
again of Butterflyfish after a lapse of 14 sentences which had no mention of him and of
Surgeonfish after a lapse of 8 sentences.
(121) Kalibangbang ya dayon man a suklip naan ta

kalibangbang ya dayon man a suklip naan ta
butterflyfish DEF,F immediately also INJ insert SPAT,DEF OBL
pagang ya. Adlek man kanen an. Indangan ya
pagang ya adlek man kanen an indangan ya
coral DEF,F afraid also 3,SG,ABS DEF,M surgeonfish DEF,F
a dayon man seddep naan ta bato ya.
a dayon man seddep naan ta bato ya
INJ immediately also go.under SPAT,DEF OBL rock DEF,F
�Butterflyfish, too, immediately slipped into the coral. He was also afraid. Surgeonfish, too,
immediately went in among the rocks.� (T9)
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Reference to something that is far from the point of reference can be marked with ya.
In example 122 Butterflyfish and Parrotfish are looking for Surgeonfish who is hiding
under a rock. (See also examples 77 and 78 for this function of ya.)
(122) Papangita danen en Indangan ya.

pa=pangita danen en indangan ya
ACT,TH,R=search 3,PL,ERG CM surgeonfish DEF,F
�They searched for Surgeonfish.� (T9)

Reference to something moving away from the point of reference is also marked with
ya. In example 123 Mr. Bundac is the point of reference marked with i. When he gives the
drink to another person the drink moves away from him so it is marked with ya.
(123) Pagpungko nay ula nang lugay,

pag=pungko nay ula nang lugay
GER=sit 1,PL,EX,GEN NEG only long.time
Mr. Bundac i gakamang ta coke daw true orange.
Mr. Bundac i ga=kamang ta coke daw true orange
Mr. Bundac DEF,N ACT,AG,R=got OBL coke and true orange
Sabuok ya atag din ki Sir.
sabuok ya atag din ki Sir
one.piece DEF,F give 3,SG,ERG OBL.P Sir
�When we had sat for a short time, Mr. Bundac got a coke and true orange drink. One of
them he gave to Sir.� (B6)

Ya can mark reference to something that happened previously or later in the story. In
example 118 the father�s and mother�s promise that they will not let their child lay her foot
on the ground happened prior to this point in the story. The reference to the father does not
have ya since the first one to speak in a conversation usually does not have an enclitic
marker. The reference to the woman who is the mother has the ya.

In conversations embedded in narratives that involve disagreement or contradictory
attitudes of the participants, the participants are markedwith ya in the utterance clause. In
example 124 the three fish are blaming each other for the change in their appearance and
ya occurs in two of three of the utterance clauses.

SENTENCE 1
(124) Pagkatapos tan en, gabasulay en danen

pagka=tapos tan en ga=basol=ay en danen
NR=after D2,DEM,GEN CM ACT,AG,R=blame=RC CM 3,PL,ABS

SENTENCE 2
i en. Ambal gid ya ta Tul-ungan ya, �O,
i en ambal gid ya ta tul-ungan ya o
DEF,N CM say INS ATT,F ERG parrotfish DEF,F oh
lagen nyo kende takong ko i.
luag=en nyo kende takong ko i
look=ACT,TH,IRR 2,PL,ERG 1,SG,CTR forehead 1,SG,GEN DEF,N
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SENTENCE 3 SENTENCE 4
Buksel ni en.� Ambal gid man en ta
buksel ni en ambal gid man en ta
lump D1,DEM,ABS CM say INS also CM ERG
Kalibangbang, �Ti! Lagen nyo man kende baba
kalibangbang ta luag=en nyo man kende baba
butterflyfish so look=ACT,TH,IRR 2,PL,ERG also 1,SG,CTR mouth

SENTENCE 5 SENTENCE 6
ko i. Langkaw ni en.� Ti, ambal man
ko i langkaw ni en ta ambal man
1,SG,GEN DEF,N long D1,DEM,ABS CM so say also
ta Indangan ya, �Inyo gid a kabuangan a.
ta indangan ya inyo gid a ka=buang=an a
ERG surgeonfish DEF,F 2,PL,CTR INS INJ NR,INS=crazy=___ INJ
Lagen nyo man kende lawa ko i.
luag=en nyo man kende lawa ko i
look=ACT,TH,IRR 2,PL,ERG also 1,SG,CTR body 1,SG,GEN DEF,N
SENTENCE 7
Mitem aren i en.�
mitem aren i en
black 1,SG,ABS ATT,N CM
�(1) After that was already finished, they blamed one other. (2) Parrotfish really said, �Oh,
you (PL) look at me, my forehead. (3) This has a lump now.� (4) Butterflyfish also really
said, �So! You (PL) look at me as well, my mouth. (5) This is long now.� (6) And now,
Surgeonfish also said, �You (PL) are really crazy, aren�t you (PL). (7) You (PL) look at me
as well, my body. (8) I�m black now.�� (T9)

When ya marks the speaker in an utterance clause, it may also indicate that what is
being said is not connected and/or it is not a direct response to what was just said
previously by that speaker or the other participant(s). In example 119 when Hermit Crab
greets Turtle, Turtle replies. Each reply of Turtle (sentences 2 and 4) has an marking Turtle
on the quote formula. The reference to Hermit Crab in sentence 3 is marked with ya since
he is not replying to what Turtle just said but rather he is starting another exchange. Ya
indicates disconnectedness.

Ya tends to occur more often in the conclusion to a story after the peak, as in example
125.
(125) Ta lugar na mabot kay man unti en

ta lugar na m=abot kay man unti en
so then when ACT,TH,IRR=arrive 1,PL,EX,ABS also D1,A,SP CM
Caguisan i, dayon eman unti en bukaren
Caguisan i dayon eman unti en bukad=en
Caguisan DEF,N then again D1,A,SP CM open=ACT,TH,IRR
daen mga dala ya. Nasadyaan man en
daen mga dala ya na=sadya=an man en
3,PL,ERG PLM things DEF,F STAT,LOC,R=happy also CM
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tak lumba man ta tatawa daen tak mga
tak lumba man ta CV=tawa daen tak mga
because all.at.once also GEN CONT=laugh 3,PL,ABS because PLM
kudak en gagwa ya. Ta nya en tapos
kudak en ga=gwa ya ta nya en tapos
picture CM ACT,TH,R=go.out ATT,F so D4,DEM,ABS CM finish
en ame ya na mga pagpanaw.
en ame ya na mga pag=panaw
CM 1,PL,EX,POSS DEF,F LK PLM GER=walk
�So, then when we arrived here at Caguisan, then they opened the things (we) carried. It
was enjoyable because they were laughing together because pictures came out (of the
box). So, that is the end of our excursion.� (B6)

5.10. Special Cases Where No Demonstrative Occurs

The following discussion gives situations where the enclitic demonstratives may not
occur in the cases that it is optional (see charts 4 and 5).

Zero occurs when the tension of the plot is increasing and at the peak. However, the
noun phrase if definite must have some definite marking if it is not inherently definite. The
sentences in example 126 are from a traditional narrative about an older brother who
implies to his younger brother that he has killed a person in order to test him to see how he
reacts. At the peak the younger brother learns that what his brother killed was only a wild
pig. No enclitic demonstratives occur on the noun phrases even though they did in
sentences before peak.
(126) Gatingala mangngod din Ø tak ambal

ga=tingala mangngod din Ø tak ambal
ACT,TH,R=wonder younger.sibling 3,SG,GEN Ø because say
manong din ittaw nyan pla baboy na
manong din ittaw nyan pla baboy na
older,brother 3,SG,GEN person D3,DEM,ABS SUR pig LK
tlunon. Gatawa sikad na tawa magulang
tlunon ga=tawa sikad na tawa magulang
wild ACT,TH,R=laugh very LK laugh older.sibling
din Ø tak baboy.
din Ø tak baboy
3,SG,GEN Ø because pig
�His younger brother was amazed because what his older brother said was a person, was a
wild pig. His older brother really laughed because it was a pig.� (T6)

Zero usually occurs on the actors of clauses with dayon �immediately/then� which also
occur in places in the story where the tension is increasing and at the peak.
(127) Lulugay, naubos en ta amo mga

CV=lugay na=ubos en ta amo mga
DIM=long.time ACT,TH,R,APT=use.up CM ERG monkey PLM
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saging ya. Dayon kanen Ø panaog daw
saging ya dayon kanen Ø panaog daw
banana DEF,F immediately 3,SG,ABS Ø go.down and
natellek kanen Ø ta mga tellek na
na=tellek kanen Ø ta mga tellek na
CIRC,TH,R=stuck 3,SG,ABS Ø OBL PLM thorn LK
galibot ta saging.
ga=libot ta saging
ACT,TH,R=surround OBL banana plant
�After a short time, the monkey ate up all the bananas. He immediately came down and
he was stuck by the thorns that were surrounding the banana plant.� (T4)

Usually in utterance clauses the actors are marked with an enclitic. However, zero
normally occurs in the first quote formula of a conversation.

SENTENCE 1
(128) Pagkita danen, ambal gid ta Umang Ø, �Miad na

pag=kita danen ambal gid ta umang Ø miad na
GER=see 3,PL,GEN say INS ERG hermit.crab Ø good LK

SENTENCE 2
sellem, Pwikan.� Sabat man ya ta Pwikan an, �Miad
sellem pwikan sabat man ya ta pwikan an, miad
morning turtle answer also ATT ERG turtle DEF,M good
man na sellem, Umang.�
man na sellem umang
also LK morning hermit.crab
�(1) When they met, Hermit Crab said, �Good morning, Turtle.� (2) Turtle answered,
�Good morning, Hermit Crab.�� (T7)

Zero occurs on the nominals that refer to a participant who is the only one in that
section of the story.
(129) Badong an gasakay ta kabaw na muli

Badong an ga=sakay ta kabaw na m=uli
Badong DEF,M ACT,TH,R=ride OBL carabao LK ACT,TH,IRR=go.home
unti again Mampay. Tapos may nakita
unti agi=an Mampay tapos may na=kita
D1,A,SP pass.by=ACT,LOC,IRR Mampay then EXT,INDEF STAT,TH,R=see
kanen Ø na ittaw. Gatingala kanen Ø tak
kanen Ø na ittaw ga=tingala kanen Ø tak
3,SG,ABS Ø LK person ACT,LOC,R=wonder 3,SG,ABS Ø because
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kabaw an gateneng.
kabaw an ga=teneng
carabao DEF,M ACT,TH,R=stop
�Badong was riding a carabao coming home here passing by Mampay. Then he saw a
person. He was wondering because the carabao stopped.� (B7)

Zero usually occurs on the first mention of proper nouns in narratives.
(130) Paumaw man Pastor Cruz Ø ta yo

pa=umaw man Pastor Cruz Ø ta yo
ACT,TH,R=call also Pastor Cruz Ø OBL D4,DEM,ADJ,G
na kilem.
na kilem
LK night
�(They) also called Pastor Cruz that night.� (B5)

Zero occurs on proper nouns in appositional phrases.
(131) Tallo kay, kami i Sir Ø daw

tallo kay kami i Sir Ø daw
three 1,Pl,EX,ABS 1,PL,ABS,EMPH DEF,N Sir Ø and
Mr. Bundac Ø.
Mr. Bundac Ø
Mr. Bundac Ø
�As for us, there were three of us: myself, Sir and Mr. Bundac.� (B6)

In narratives the unmarked ergative and genitive cases have no enclitic demonstrative
even with nominals not inherently definite. The reason for this is that nominals in these
cases must be definite unless marked for indefiniteness with isya �one/a certain�. In order
for a nominal that is not inherently definite to occur in these cases with no enclitic, it must
be mentioned previously in the text.
(132) Tapos, dayon uli mama i daw tanemen

tapos dayon uli mama i daw tanem=en
then immediately go.home man DEF,N and plant=ACT,TH,IRR
yon na bulak naan ta may tumbuan
yon na bulak naan ta may tumbuan
D3,DEM,ADJ,G LK flower SPAT,DEF OBL EXT,INDEF window
din. Adlaw-adlaw, pabunyagan ta mama Ø
din CRD=adlaw pa=bunyag=an ta mama Ø
3,SG,GEN RP=day ACT,LOC,R=water=___ ERG man Ø
bulak ya na patanem din.
bulak ya na pa=tanem din
flower DEF,F LK ACT,TH,R=plant 3,SG,ERG
�Then, the man immediately went home and planted the flower at the place near his
window. Every day the man watered the flower that he planted.� (T5)
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Zero usually occurs on the second noun of a genitive phrase that has two nouns
connected with ta �GEN�. This possessive phrase indicates possessive and part-whole
relationships. The second noun is the possessor or the whole. In example 133 the genitive
noun phrase ta kalibangbang �of Butterflyfish� has no enclitic demonstrative or other
definite marking, but it was previously mentioned in the this story.
(133) Ti, galangkaw en baba an ta Kalibangbang Ø.

ta ga=langkaw en baba an ta Kalibangbang Ø
so ACT,TH,R=long CM mouth DEF,M POSS butterflyfish Ø
�So, the mouth of Butterflyfish became long.� (T9)

6. Conclusion

The enclitic demonstratives i, an and ya function to make nominals definite and
specific. They also signal spatial and temporal distinctions. They occur on nominalized
clauses and they can complete an intransitive clause by occurring at the end. Besides these
functions, i signals focus of attention and marks things close to it. An indicates a medium
distance from the point of reference and makes things specific. It also signals
connectedness and agreement with things said by the same speaker or by another speaker.
Ya indicates a far distance from the point of reference or going away from it. It also signals
disconnectedness, contradiction and conclusions.
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